• **Highlights from this Meeting (1):**
  – Formal publications since the last meeting:
    • XMI Telemetric and Command Exchange Format XTCE, v1.2
    • UML Testing Profile 2 (UTP), v2.0
    • DDS Consolidated XML Syntax, v1.0 (DDS-XML)
    • Unified Component for Distributed, Real-time, and Embedded Systems (UCM), v1.1
    • FUML (Semantics of Foundational Subset of Executable UML Models), v1.4
    • Decision Modeling and Notation (DMN), v1.2
• **Highlights from this Meeting (2):**
  – Following to be published within a few days:
    • Tools Output Integration Framework (TOIF), v1.3
• **Highlights from this Meeting (3):**
  – Specifications previously in formal edit queue (not necessarily in the order presented here):
    • The Real-time Publish-Subscribe Protocol (RTPS) DDS Interoperability Wire Protocol Specification (DDSI-RTPS), v2.3
    • UML Profile for MARTE: Modeling and Analysis of Real-Time Embedded Systems (MARTE), v1.2
    • Video Analytics, v1.0
    • Precise Semantics of UML Composite Structure (PSCS), v1.2
• **Highlights from this Meeting (4):**
  – Specifications Added to the Edit Queue at this Meeting:
    • Precise Semantics of UML State Machines (PSSM), v1.0
    • Unified POS, v1.15 (UPOS)
    • IDL to C++11 Language Mapping (CPP11), v1.5
• **Highlights from this Meeting (5):**
  
  – MIA List
    
    • None!
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  
  – OMG Formal Standard Publication Plan (Annotated Draft) (smsc/19-03-03)
  – Report to AB (this) slideset (smsc/19-03-04)
  – Minutes (smsc/19-03-05)
  – Initial List of Catalog Categories (smsc/19-03-06)
  – Notes on Using HTTPS discussion and Action Items (smsc/19-03-07)
• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – Review and approval of documents publication plans provided by OMG Technical Editor
  – Any other Specification Publication and related Web Site Management matters that might come up
• **Action Items:**

  – **Juergen:** update the OMG website links as described in smsc/2019-03-07 (Done)

  – **Larry:** email everyone (based on Juergen’s feedback) to draw attention to the new policy (by 3/29/19) Outline content is described in smsc/2019-03-07

  – **Pete:** Help Larry with the precise text in the email described above.

  – **Elisa:** Raise a Jira Issue to modify Process Templates. BCQ etc. reflecting the changes. (Done)

  – **Jishnu:** Make the category list discussed at the meeting for use in the modified catalog web presentation. (See smsc/2019-03-06)